NG VIRTUAL CAMP · TASK 2

In the 2nd TNGS Challenge, participants need to find
video clips of the tactical intentions from session 2,
combined with the concepts about look and body
positioning from session 3. This video clips, can be
taken from real games, in order to explain the tactical
intention shown. Participants must explain what it is
shown in this game actions. Participants can also use
the video clips from their own games or film them at
home explaining the concept. Finally, participants need
to explain how leadership influences in the tactical
decision of a team.
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NG VIRTUAL CAMP · TASK 2

HOW IS THE VOTING MADE?
We will post all videos in both instagram accounts
@tngs_saudiarabia and @tngs_safrica. In order to
vote for the best video, voters should click “like” on the
comment where the group that they want to vote
appears. The sum of votes, will be made from the two
accounts and the group with most “likes”, will be the
winner.
The most voted video will be uploaded to the
@tngs_sports account and will compete with the most
voted video from the NG Camp Caribbean. The
comment with the most “likes” will be the winner.
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NG VIRTUAL CAMP · Groups

Group 1
Robert
Schwalfenberg

robertnathanschwalf
enberg@gmail.com

Mohammed
Alrasheed

mohdcr07@gmail
.com
xmvanzyl@gmail.
com

Xander Van Zyl
Fanelesibonge
“BOB”

dlamininhlakaniph
o200@gmail.com

Group 2
Hermanus Damons hermanus235@gmail
.com

Matias Giroldi
Fares Khalid

luisgiroldi@yahoo.
com
farezkhalid@gmail.
com

Neo Rick Swarts sandilepinzi@icloud.
com

Tshepile Nkabinde

tsepilenkabinde@gm
ail.com

Group 4
Vusumuzi
Mpofu

mairosirumbi@gmail
.com

Lesego
Seloane

leseloane10@gmail
.com

Marwan
Toqan

marwan.toqan2009
@gmail.com

Tetelo
Ramafalo

tetelomajoro@gmail.
com

Jefté Fraantz

jefte.fraatz@gmail.
com

Group 3
Lebogang
Setlhogomi

David
Girgis
Moloko
Manthata
Saif
Hefny

Tarik Traoré

boitumelosetlhogo
mi0@gmail.com
rudygirgis@yahoo.
com
mtmanthata@gmail
.com
saif.hefny6@gmail.
com

chichatdr@gmail.
com

(C) Every group must
select a new captain for
the week.
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This task will be done by groups.
Only one video from each team.
Every group has to assign a name itself.
We will reward the cooperation and creativity of the
videos.
We encourage you guys to show us how didactic and
proactive that you can be.
If anyone does not want to appear in the video for
justified reasons, it’s fine but everyone has to
participate in the creation of the video, assigning tasks
and cooperating with each other.
REMEMBER! 59 SECONDS!
The video has to be send to: marketing@tngs.es
On Monday 8th of June.
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